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The actions ofcertain nonamenable groups on the Lebesgue space are studied. 
An example is constructed of a group which as a continuum ofweakly none- 
quivalent ac ions oftype II,. It is also proved that, if a free group with two 
generators has hypertinite ac ion the Lebesgue space, then at least one generator 
acts dissipatively. A hypertinite ac ion isconstructed for any nonamenable group. 
1 
Many works have recently dealt with orbital (weak) equivalence of 
automorphism-countable group actions onthe Lebesgue spaces. Inthese 
papers in particular, orbital equivalence of actions for a certain class of 
groups has been proved. Namely, for commutative [l] and solvable [2] 
groups, ithas been ascertained thatany of their free actions i weakly 
equivalent to a Z group action, i.e., is hyperfinite. We think it important to 
determine for which countable groups all free rgodic and finite measure 
preserving actions (i.e., actions oftype IIJ are orbital equivalent. The class 
of countable groups having a single, to within the weak equivalence, a tion 
of type II, presumably ma be confined to the amenable groups, this action 
being hyperfinite. 
Nonamenable groups may not have hyperfinite ac ions preserving the
finite measure [3]. The question naturally arises. How many weakly none- 
quivalent ac ions oftype II, may a nonamenable group have? This paper 
shows that he groups considered by McDuff in [4] have a continuum of
nonequivalent actions oftype II, (see Sections 2-4). The principle of 
constructing such actions is explained at the nd of Section 2. 
Unless the existence of a finite invariant measure is implied, there are 
hypertinite ac ions for anonamenable group. The first example of such an 
action that we know of is proposed in[5]. Below e shall show a method for 
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constructing hype&rite ergodic free actions oftypes II, and III for any 
countable group (see Section 6). In this construction, generally speaking, 
some group elements can act dissipatively. This is not accidental. Be ow e 
shall show that if a free group with n generators has ahyperfinite ac ion, 
then at least n - 1 generators act dissipatively (s e Section 5). 
2 
By an action fgroup r on the Lebesgue space (X, P), its exact represen- 
tation tothe automorphism group (X,p) will be meant. Each free rgodic 
finite measure-preserving act onfgroup r on space (X, cl) is associated, in 
accordance with the construction of [6], with aII, factor which we shall 
denote by‘3&Y, ZJ. 
If it is assumed that X is a compact commutative group and all rclasses 
of conjugate el ments, except the trivial one, are infinite (such groups are 
called ICC groups), then the form of 9JI(X, r) can be exactly found. Denote 
the group of characters of the group X as 8, the semidirect product of
groups r and 8 as F @ 2, and the left regular representation of the ICC 
group G as U(G). Then it appears that factor 9X(X, r) is isomorphic to 
factor u(r @2). 
Recall some definitions and results of [4]. 
A sequence ofelements {b,}F=, inthe von Neumann algebra A (of type 
II,) is called central if 
(1) SUP~ll~,Il*: b E NI < a9 
(2) lim,,, IIh 4112 = 0 for my b E A, where ]] b ]I$ = tr(bb*), 
[b,,b]=b,b-bb”. 
A central sequence {b,}z=, inA is called hypercentral, if or any central 
sequence {a, )p! i(a, EA): 
Two central sequence {a,}Fzl and {b,}z=i ofA are called quivalent, if 
lim,,, (la, - 6, II2 = 0. 
A central (hypercentral) sequence iscalled trivial, if itis equivalent to a 
sequence from centre Z(A) of the A algebra. 
Subalgebra Q t A is called residual, if or any central sequence in A, there 
is a sequence of lements of Q equivalent to i . 
We shall need the criterion of algebra U(H) being residual in U(G), where 
H is a subgroup ofG. 
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LEMMA 2.1 [4]. Let H be a subgroup ofthe ICC group G. Suppose there 
exist a set S in G - H and elements g,and g, of G such that 
(i) G-HcSUg;‘Sg,; 
(ii> s, g;‘%, g,Sg;’ are disjunct sets in G - H. Then U(H) is 
residual toU(G). 
A sequence ofsubalgebras (Q,,}rYi of A is called a strongly residual 
sequence, if 
(1) Q,xQ,+,, nE N; 
(2) sequence { t,1,” 1, where t, is an arbitrary element ofa unit ball 
Q,, is central; 
(3) Q,, is residual in A for all nE N; 
(4) for each nE N, there is a subalgebra Q” cQ;+, f7 0, such that 
an algebra generated by R” and a,,, i is isomorphic to their tensor p oduct 
and coincides with 0,. 
Define the residual array. 
Let {Q,)F=, bea strongly residual sequence in the II, factor fA and R” 
is a subalgebra in ;+, n R, mentioned inthe previous definition. Then 
{A, a”) is called residual array of order 1, and Q,,,, = Ql, n R, are referred 
to as algebras of order 1. If it appears that for each kE N in Rk there is a 
strongly residual sequence {a;}?! i then a residual array of order 2 is 
defined, {AR”, R”1*n2}, where Q’lVn2 are chosen as (a::+ i)’ n Qii, in accor- 
dance with condition (4) of the strongly residual sequence d finition. So 
algebras of order 2will be LRnl,m,;n2,m2 = a:;,,, @ . . @a:;,::,,: @ Z(Q,,). In 
an analogous way the residual array of order p is defined. 
The residual array {A, WI,..., P’*...,@ ,...) is said to be of infinite order, if
for each p E N {A, O”‘,..., W’,...*“r} is a residual array of order p. For 
simplicity, the residual array of arbitrary order is written as {A, a). 
It turns out that subalgebras of higher orders oftwo different residual 
arrays (A, 0) and (A, @} become similar (for amore detailed explanation 
see [4]). 
The following proposition is true. 
LEMMA 2.2 [4]. Let {A, Q} and {A, @) be residual rrays of order no 
less than p. So, iffor a certain E > 0, all subalgebras of order pfor {A, Q) 
contain hypercentral sequences, whose 2-norm distance inA from trivial 
central sequences i larger than E, then subalgebras of order pfor {A, @) 
also contain nontrivial hypercentral sequences. 
Consider group G= CE, 0 Hi, where for each i, group Hi coincides with 
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a certain countable group H. Use A to denote a free group with an infinite 
number of generators {S,, S,,...}. Then use L,(H) to denote a group 
generated by G and A, where the only relations between Sjand elements of G
are that Sj commutates with group Hi elementwise at i >j. By induction, we 
define that L,“(H) = L,(L,“-l(H)). 
It is clear f om the definition of the G group that it may be represented as 
CZzl 0 G(i,), w ere h all G(i,)‘s are isomorphic to G. Add elements 
S(l), a(2),... to CC=1 @ G(i,) and determine relations between G(i,) and S(j) 
so that he resulting group is isomorphic to L,(G). Then add elements 
S(i,, l), S(i,, 2) ,... to each of groups G(i,), so that group 
G(i,) = Cz=, 0 G(i, i2) (all G(i, Q’s being isomorphic to G) and elements 
{S(i, , j)},T=, generate group L,(G)(i,) and define r lations between lements 
i4j)if’21 and LAW,) so that he whole group is isomorphic to L:(G). In
the general case, add elements {S(i , ,..., i, j, + 1 >}Jy+, = 1 to groups G(i, .. . i,) 
(which are isomorphic to G), so that group G(i,,..., i,) =
cz+,=, 0 W,,..., i , in+,) and {S(i,,..., i,,j +,>}~+,=, generate group 
k,(W, ,..., i,)and group Cc= ,OL,(G)(i, ,..., i,)and (S(i, ,..., i,-, j,,)}~=, 
determine group Li(G)(i i ,..., in- ) and so on, till weobtain group t;f ‘l(G). 
Denote group UFz, L,“(G) byf?. 
Further, we shall denote he subgroup in2 generated by {S(i,)}z= , byI;, 
and the subgroup inf? generated by F,-, and {&i, ..., in)}7 ,..., in=Iby F,. Set 
F = U,“=, F,. The subgroup determined by groups (G(i, ,..., i,j, ,..., j,): 
j, ,..., j, , E N”, m E IN} and elements {S(i , ,..., 4, j, ,..., jm): j,, ... j, E Nm} 
will be denoted by2(i ,..., i,).McDuff proved that dfactor U(f!) contains a 
residual array of infinite order {V(e), U(2(i,)) ..., U(2(i, ,..., i,)) ,...) [4]. 
Now describe th idea of construction of a continuum ofnonequivalent 
actions of type II, of the 2 group. 
Recall McDuffs arguments u ed in constructing he continuum of
nonisomorphic factors of type II,. 
If L,(G) is used to denote group L,(G @ Z), then for each sequence 
(X = {ai}?, E (0, 1}” construct group Q, = lJF= IQ(p), where Q(p) =
L ... Lap(G) as was done in [4]. Then factors V(Q,) have residual arrays 
o?knite order and are nonisomorphic for different a (see [4, p. 481). 
We shall attempt to find a continuum of nonisomorphic fa tors 
constructed by the L! group actions. Consider, using McDuffs approach, two
groups L;(G) = L,,(G) and L;(G) = L,(G @ p>, where P is a group of 
characters of a certain (selected in a special manner) compact commutative 
group Y. It will be required that elements {S(j)}g 1 should be 
automorphisms of group Yand act on x2, @ p(i) (Y(i) = Y) in accordance 
with the definition of L,(G); i.e., automorphism S(j) differs f om the iden- 
tical utomorphism only by C{;: @ f(i). We receive a group isomorphic to 
L,,(G) @ CE,@ p(i) and, as will be seen, factor U(L,(G) @I CE 1 @ P(i)) 
contains a residual array of order 1. Besides, there has arisen a action 
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(ergodic, nonfree) ofgroup L,(G) on ngi (Y(i)) preserving theHaar 
measure. 
Further, we shall construct groups Qh = U,“= , Q’(P) (Q’(P) = 
L&, L&JG)) from groups Lb(G) and L;(G). Itis clear that each of groups 
Qb (a E {0, 1)“) is isomorphic to L! @ Y(a), where f(a) is a group of 
characters of the compact commutative group Y(a) resulting from 
constructing of Qh. Hence, we may believe that we have specified actions 
(egodic, butnonfree) of group 2 on Y(a) preserving the Haar measure, with 
factors U(Qh) containing residual arrays of infinite order. Itnow remains 
only to make these actions of I! free. Itappears that acompact ommutative 
group X can be so chosen and action f?on X specified, that, first, action S!
on X x Y(a) should become free, rgodic, finite m asure-preserving, and 
second, factor U(f? @X x Y(a)) should contain a residual array of infinite 
order. On the basis of the same reasons which are responsible for the 
nonisomorphism of factors U(Q,), we can show that factors U(L! @X x 
Y(a)) are not isomorphic andtherefore actions f!on XX Y(a) are weakly 
nonequivalent for different a. 
In Sections 3 and 4 these concepts will be developed. 
3 
For an arbitrary countable group M, we use X,,, to denote compact 
commutative group (0, 1}“. For each series (i, ,...,i,) E N” define group 
Y(i 1>.**, i,)as equal to X,“, with F, as determined in Section 2. The group of 
characters p(i I,..., i,)is made up of functions 
{ll(P(il,..., Q>7 $::::::L(Y): f, ,..., f,EF,, m E N 1, (1) 
where ll( Y(i, ,..., i,)) is a unit character, and 
vj;-.::g+ (y) = (-l)yf’ (-l)yJm, 1. Jm Y = 1 YflfEFn f 
Define 
f(i I,..., i,)(a) = P(i, ,..., i,) for a,_, = 1 
= ll (f((i, )...) i, ) fora,-, =0
(2) 
for aE (0, 1}” and set 
F(a)= i$ 0 f(i,) X f (f(i,,i2)(a,) X ‘.. 
i1= 1 c i2= 1 
x ,f @(F(i ,,..., i,)(a,-,) X “‘) 
i,= 1
(3) 
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To assign action 52to automorphisms on group ((a), we introduce some 
designations. Define mapping r: 2 -+ L. Write lement g E 2 via the 
generators of group 2, i.e., via elements of groups F and G, and substitute a 
unit of group 52 for each generator which is not an element ofF. Denote the 
resultant element byr(g). Evidently  isa homomorphism ofgroup 2 onto 
group 8’. Further, since F = lJF= 1F, and F, c F,+ I then for any f E F, we 
can uniquely indicate sequence {f(n)}zE1 andnumber n,E [N such that 
f(n) EF,,, j(n) @F,-l, f(n) =f for n> nf. Mapping f(n): F-+ F, (n E iN) 
will also be a homomorphism. 
Define for each generator 6(n, ,..., n,)((n, ,..., n,)E N’, IE R\l) ofgroup F
an automorphism of group (a). Set action 6(n,,..., n,) different from the 
identical one on character 
only for < n, a,-, = 1, n, = i, ..., n,-, = irml, n > i, in which case 
(4n *3***5 n,) v;:::::$(Y) 
il....,& 
= V/f8ol, . ..., nr) .. . . ,.fm8(n, ,..., “d(Y) (4) 
Now if v/” is a character of group CT ,.,., i =I 0 f(i, ,..., i,)(a,- J then set 
forfE F
UVXY) = (f(n) V”)(Y)* 
Therefore, we can define anautomorphism of P(a) for gE L according to 
the formula 
(W)(Y) = (a!)W)(Y)~ W(Y) E %4. 
Evidently, group 52 @ p(a) will be an ICC group. 
LEMMA 3.1. Fucfor U(f! @ I’(a)) contains a residual array of infinite 
order. 
Proof: Let us denote 
?(i I,.-, i )(a) = 2 0 f(iI ,..., i,i,, )(a,) X .s. 
Im+1=1 
X E P(i ’ ’ 1,...,l,,Imtl,..., Ma,-,) X .“, 
i,+l....,in=l 
W(i 1ys-9 Ma) = %, . . i,)(a,- )x P(i, ,,.., i,)(a). 
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Set 
Prove that {fi,(a)}T= i is a strongly residual sequence inU(Q @ p(a)), 
that is, it meets conditions (l)-(4) ofthe strongly residual sequence 
definition (seeSect. 2). 
It is evident that L?,(a) I>R,+,(a) for all nE N. 
Calculate commutant O,(a)‘. Clearly, if H is an ICC subgroup ofthe ICC 
group G, then the commutant of factor U(H) in U(G) is a subfactor 
generated by elements u(q) such that q E G commutates with H elementwise. 
(Here u(q) E U(G) is an operator corresponding to element q E G in the 
regular representation.) Therefore, to find L?,(a)‘, it issufficient to find all 
such elements (g, (o xw) E f! @ CT=, @ (P(i,) x v(il)(a)) that for each 
(h, 6X q> E <crzn 0 2(i,)) @ ci”p=, 0 (p(iJ x p((i,)(a)) the following 
relation s true: 
or 
gh = hg. (6) 
From Eq. (6) it follows that g belongs tosubgroup W,c f? generated by 
Cc=, @ f!(i,) and elements 6(l),..., 6(n). Consequently, g(r) = r and 
s(tt>= r for all r, qE Cc=, @ (p((i,) x v(i,)(a)). Besides, with 
h E Cz=,@f!(i,) we have that h(p)= rp for all ooE Cr=,, @ p(i,) and 
h(y) = w only if IJ E Cyl;‘, @ P(ii)(a). Thus, 
R, @ C 0 @(i,)(a) 
il=l 
The algebra generated by {D,(a)‘}F!p,, coincides with U(e @ P(a)); i.e., for 
each uE U(I! @ p(a)) there is sequence {w,}E=, , w, E f2,,Ja)‘, such that 
ll%l - ull2 -+Oform+co. 
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Now let I, be an arbitrary element ofunit ball $2,(a). Then 
II[L~ ulllz < IlkI W tI - 4llz + INL %tlll* 
< 2 II% -412 +Il[tnv %Jll*. 
For any E > 0, find m, such that IIw,, - uIJZ < 42 and take n> m,. Then 
.R,0(a)’ c Q,(a)’ and [tn, cc,,,,] = 0. Hence, (t,}F= 1 is a central sequence in
U(fi! @ q(a)). 
Further, f om (5) and (7) we have 
Q,+ k4 n fJ,@) = WY4 0 @I x QW> 
Set 
W(a) = f!@(n) @IP(n) X V(n)(a)). 
It is evident that 
Q”(a) = .R, + da) nQ,(a) 
Q”(a) 0 a,+ ,(a) = Q,(a). 
Thus, we have yet o check whether 0,is residual algebra in U(L! @ p(a)) 
for all nE lN. 
Note that each character of p(a) is determined (according to Eqs. (l), (2), 
and (3)) by a finite number of finite series of elements of F. Use @(i,)‘(a) to 
denote the set of characters of @(i,)(a) all of whose lements in the series 
(determining thischaracter) end in nonzero p wers of 6(n) (transpose 6(n) 
rightwards as far as possible, using the group relations). Use S’to denote he 
set of 9 group elements whose writing via the generators of group 2, where 
6(n) is as far to the right aspossible, ends in a nonzero p wer of 6(n). 
Set gl = G(n), 1<p(a))), g2 = Vtn + 11, 1(%))), and 
S = (S’ @ P(a)) U 
( 
jJ @ f?(i,) @ “jj’ 0 bV(il)‘(a)) . (8) 
il=n il= 1 
Now check if properties ( ) and (ii) ofLemma 2.1 hold, 
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from which we see that property (i) holds. Further, 
g, Sg; ’ = (6(n + 1) S’6(n + l)- ’@ P(a)) 
U ( ign 0 6(n + 1) 2(i,) d(n + I)-’ @ ‘$jl 0 &I + I)-‘(W(iJ(~))) . 
il=l 
(9) 
By comparing (8) and (9) and the analogous expression f rg;‘Sg, the 
following canbe readily checked: 
sng,sg;‘=IzI, sng;%=0, 
g; *sg, n g sg; 1 = 0 
and that S, g, Sg; ‘, g; ’ Sg, lie in (2 @ E(a)) - (CrCn @ 2(i,) @ 
Cc=,, 0 @(i,)(a)>. Th isconcludes theverification of property (ii). 
Thus, we have proved that in U(2 @I f(a)) there is a residual array of 
order 1: 
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It is clear that because of (5) and since Z(Q”(a)) = U(ll @ (P(n) x 
W(4WN . t m urn contains a residual array of order 1: 
{W”‘(a))9 W(n,, n*> 0 @h da,) x ci(% nz>(a)))l; 
i.e., in U(P @ p(a)) there is a residual array of order 2. By induction, we 
obtain that in U(L! @ f(a)) there is a residual array of infinite order: 
{ U(f! @ P(a)), W’(a) ,..., Rn’~...~“r(a) ,... },
where 
L!“‘,...+(a) = U(P(n, ,..., n,)@ (P(n, ..., n,)(a,- 1)
X @, ,..., n,)(a)>>. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Fucfors U(J? @ p(a)) and U(1? @ p(J)) are nonisomorphic 
when a #/I. 
Proof. Since a#p, there is the least number E R\I for which a, # p,, 
e.g., aI= 1, &= 0. Then R n’V...*nr(a) cont ins a nontrivial hypercentral 
sequence for any (n, ..., n,)E N’. Indeed, since a,= 1 then 
P(n i,..., n,i,, )(a,) = P((n, ,..., n,i,, i) for all i,, iE R\l. Consequently, 
sequence {ti,+,(Y>),“p,,, 1, where C +,(Y) E p(n, ..., n,i,, J, will be bper- 
central. 
On the other hand, in W’*...*“‘(jI), (n,,..., n,)E n\l’, there are no nontrivial 
hypercentral sequences because @ i ,..., n,i,+,)(J,) = Il. On the basis of 
Lemma 2.2, we concluded that U(1! @ ?(a)) and U(f! @ P@)) are not 
isomorphic. Q.E.D. 
4 
Indicate in 2 an increasing sequence ofsubgroups {E,}~!, . Suppose 
E, = F,, E, is a group generated by f!(l) ,..., e(n- 1) and E,. Note that for 
each element g E I? we can uniquely indicate sequence {g(n)}:= i ofelements 
of L! and number ‘2, E RJ such that g(n) EE,, g(n) & E,,- 1, and g(n) = g for 
n > It,. To do so, use considerations such as those in the definition of 
homomorphism r (see Section 3), because ingroup 2, each element iswritten 
via the generators f groups E, and ,JJr=, @ L?(i,). Besides, mapping 
g;e$n) determines thehomomorphism of group S! into group E, (n E N). 
x= fi X,“. 
II=1 
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Define action I!on compact commutative group X. Each x E X can be 
represented as sequence (x,,}~=,, where x, EXE, and x, = (x:)~~~~. Setfor 
gE 2, 
gx= tdn)x”lE, = ic-$,g,n,r,,E,I,“=,* (10) 
Obviously, theaction 2 thus determined should be free, rgodic, and 
preserving the Haar measure onX. 
Denote a group of characters of group Y(a) as Y(a). Y(a) will be a 
compact commutative group. From (3) it follows that 
where 
Y(a) = fi Y(i,) X fi Y(i,, Q(a,> x .. 
iI=1 il,i2= 1 
’ il,..fjn=, y(i 
1,..., i,)(a,-,I X ‘.. , 
Y(i ,,..., i,)(a,- )= Y(i, ..., i,) for (x,-r = 1 
= 1 for a,-, =0 
(V, ,***, i,) is determined in Section 3). 
As the action fgroup F, on Y((i I ,..., i,)(a,- )is defined (see Eq. (4)), itis 
extended to group Y(i 1,..., i,)(a,- )too. Write it out. 
Let yi’V...*in E Y( l,..., i,)(a,- r);then 6(n, ,..., n,)does not act identically on 
$l.....i,, except when r < n, a,-, = 1, i, = n ,,..., i,-,= n,-, i, < n,. and in 
this case, 
W , ,**-, %)Y iI,...,& = ( y~&;;fq.,n,)}fsFn. 
Further, for each Y = {Y,IF=~ E Y(a) (Y, E nr,...,i,=, Y(il,..., 4)(a,-l)) 
and f E F, we have 
fi= kf(n)Yn~ZP,19 
where y, = ( Y~~““~“‘)~ . . . ..lfT=l and f(n) y, = {f(n)yi’~““‘“}~,...,in= 1. Finally, 
for gE 2 and y E Y(a) 
gY = GdY. (11) 
Obviously, action 2 on Y(a) is ergodic, preserving the Haar measure, but 
nonfree. 
Define action I!on X x Y(a) according to (10) and (1 l), by the formula 
k!(x, Y>= (gx, WY), gE 2. 
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Such action I!will be free and measure-preserving. Its ergodicity follows 
from the fact any orbit ofa nonunit character XX Y(a) is infinite. 
Cross product !UI(X x Y(a), S!) constructed by the action fgroup 2 on 
the Lebesgue space X x Y(a) is of type II, and is isomorphic to factor 
up Q 2 x P(a)). 
LEMMA 4.1. Factor U(Q @ 8 x P(a)) contains a residual rray of 
infinite order. 
ProoJ The proof of this lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 3.1. 
Therefore we shall touch upon only some differences. Set 
b,(a) = U ( g 0 Q(i,) @ ll(,P) X $J @ @(i,)(a)) . 
il=n il=n 
If we show that {n”,(a)}:=, is a strongly residual sequence, then since 
W,,(a) iscanonically isomorphic to Q,(a) (see (5)); we shall prove the 
lemma. 
Find ,(a)‘: 
b,(a)’ = U W, @ 2 0 ,P,, X ‘2’ @ (P(i,) X T(&)(a)) 
( m=l il= I 
Set 
f?“(a) = U(I!(n) @ 1(Z) X P(n) X P(n)(a)). 
To prove that algebra o,(a) is residual, consider set 
where set X’ is defined similarly to set @(i,)‘(a). 
At this point we conclude the proof. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. Actions of group L on space Xx Y(a) are weakly none- 
quivalent fordQTerent a’s. 
Proof: Factors m(X X Y(a), 2) are not isomorphic for different a’s, 
which follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 3.2. Q.E.D. 
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5 
Let there be a free rgodic a tion G of a free group with two generators 
Qz on the Lebesgue space (X, p) leaving measure p quasi-invariant. Action G 
is called hyperfinite, if there exists such an automorphism T ofspace (X,P) 
that [G] = [T] (see the definition of the full group, e.g., in [7]). We prove the 
following theorem inthis ection. 
THEOREM 5.1. If generators g, and g, of group G act on (X,,u) conser- 
vatively, then action G is nonhyperfinite. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If a free group with ngenerators (n > 2) has a hyper- 
finite free action, then at least n - 1 generators act dissipatively. 
Let H be an arbitrary g oup of automorphisms on pace (X,p), 1 the 
Lebesgue m asure on R. Use A to denote the group of automorphisms of 
space (Xx R, p x A), whose lements, l, each act in accordance with the 
formula 
l?(x, u)= hx, u + log G (x)) , h E H. 
It is clear that group 6 acts freely and is an exact representation of gr up 
@J* in the group of all automorphisms (XXR, ,u X A). If g, and g, are 
generators of G,then g,, and g”, will be generators of group G. 
LEMMA 5.3. For an arbitrary g oup H of automorphisms (X,,u) group I? 
possesses the following properties: 
(i) in space X x IR, there is an infinite a-finite measure vequivalent to 
,u x A and invariant with respect toI?; 
(ii) if H acts hype@nitely, so does r?. 
For the proof see [8]. 
LEMMA 5.4. If automorphism g of space (X, p) acts conservatively, then 
so does automorphism g in (XX IR, u X A). 
Proof: Without loss of generality, automorphism g may be referred to as 
type III. Assume that automorphism g acts dissipatively, . ., is type I. Then 
the von Neumann algebra 9JI constructed as a cross product ofthe group 
generated by gand automorphism T,: XX IR --t X X IR (T,(x, U) = (x, u + s)) 
by P(X x I?) will be type I. But !UI =M 0 R [9], where R is a I factor, and
factor M is isomorphic to the cross product ofautomorphism g byZ”(X) and 
is also type I. This contradiction proves the validity of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 5.5. Let group Qi,, with preserving measure p, act on the 
Lebesgue space (X, p), uX = 1. Then action G of group Qz is nonhyper-nite. 
Proof. If action G were hyperfinite, then group Qz would be amenable 
131. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Pick set Y (VU= 1) in XX R, where vis G- 
invariant measure in XX R. According to Lemma 5.4, there xist 
automorphisms goi, and g,,, where g, and g, are the generators of group G
and ii, (i = 0, 1) is the induced automorphism of set Y. Note that here may 
be only free relations between automorphisms g,, and ily. Denote via Gy 
the group generated by elements &,, and gly. It is an exact representation of 
group @*. Now assume that group G acts in (X, p) hyperfinitely. Then, 
according to Lemma 5.3, group G acts also hyperfinitely on (XX R, V) 
preserving measure V.Since [G,] c [G], then group G,, is also hypertinite on 
(Y, v), in contradiction to Lemma 5.5. Q.E.D. 
6 
Let (X, y) be an arbitrary Lebesgue space, T a freely acting ergodic 
automorphism (X,p), which leaves measure ,B quasi-invariant and H an 
arbitrary countable group (which need not be amenable). 
Measurable mapping p:X x Z + H is called a cocycle, of for almost all 
XEX 
P(X, n+ m) = P(X, n)pV% ml, m,nEZ. 
Denote by pu, the measure on H such that &{ h}) = 1, h E H. Determine 
automorphism F ofspace {X X H, p X ,uH} acting as
F(x, h) = (TX, hp(x, 1 I>, (12) 
where p(x, n) is a certain cocycle having value in H. Now consider the 
action fgroup H on (XX H, ,u X,uH): 
k(x, h) = (x, k-‘h), k E H. 
It is evident that such an action H commutates with T. Use < to denote he 
measurable sh ll ofX x H parttioned intorbits ofautomorphism p. Then in 
the factor space (XX H)/< the action fthe H group arises which we shall 
denote byH. 
Our result isas follows. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let automorphism T of space XX H (constructed by 
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(12)) besuch that he partition of <into its orbits i measurable. Then action 
B in (XX H)/< is hyperfinite. 
Proof. As the partition into T automorphism orbits i measurable, there 
is a measurable setCc X x H such that PC n C = 0, i E Z, and 
u pC=XxH. 
ieb 
Having chosen suittable C, w can assume that p(C n (X X { ll })) >0 (II is 
a unit of group H). Set D = C n (X x { ll }). fl may be treated as agroup of 
automorphisms C. The automorphisms of [HI, which leave set D invariant, 
comprise group [RID. It is known [7] that if [a], is a hyperlinite group, 
[I?] is also hyperfinite. 
For any automorphism g E E? and (x, 1) E D we have 
g(x, II )= Tmg(x, 1) = ( Tmx, g’p(x, m)), 
where m = m(x, g) is chosen onthe basis of condition Tmg(x, 11) E C. Hence, 
g(x, 1) E D if and only if (T’J, 1) E D, g = p(x, m), and g(x, 1) = (Ty, 1). 
Thus we have that [HI, c [T], i.e., fi is hyperfinite. Q.E.D. 
Cocycles with measurable partition into ?’ automorphism orbits can be 
readily found. Set p(x, 1) = h, for certain h,E H. Then factor space 
(X x H)/r is isomorphic to X x H/H,, where H, = {h,“: n E Z }. In accor- 
dance with the theorem proved, action H in X x H/H,, should behyperfinite. 
Note that, if there exists a finite index cyclic subgroup inH, then the 
described construction allows the construction of hypertinite ac ions of type 
II, for H. 
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